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Abstract

We present a case of a posterior communicating (Pcom) artery infundibulum that progressed to an aneurysm in a patient with Polycystic liver disease without kidney cyst after embolization of the contralateral Pcom aneurysm. The infundibulum had been documented on angiography 4 years earlier, while a ruptured contralateral Pcom aneurysm was embolised. The patient presented to the outpatient clinic with right postorbital headache and cranial III nerve palsy. Head CT scan found no gross subarachnoid hemorrhage. Though MR angiography note a 7-mm pcom aneurysm at the previous site of Pcom infundibulum. The patient underwent coiling for the novel aneurysm with a good result. This case illustrates a small but growing number of cases which developed from infundibula into aneurysms. It suggests that polycystic disease may pose an additional risk for infundibulum while what has traditionally been considered as a benign lesion.
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Introduction

Intracranial Arterial Infundibulum (IAF) is frequently regarded as incidental normal anatomical variant which rarely causes severe events. Up to now, reports of IAF rupture and aneurysms arising from IAF were rare. We report a case of development of aneurysm from IAF at origin of Pcom artery with a recurrent contralateral Pcom Aneurysm and a history of Polycystic Liver Disease (PLD).

Case Report

A 48-year-old man suffered sudden onset of headache with nausea and vomiting. CT scanning revealed a diffused SAH. He had a Polycystic Liver Disease (PLD) without kidney cyst, a ten-year history of HBP, no history of cigarette smoking, no familial history of intracranial aneurysm or Autosomal dominant PLD (ADPLD). After admission, cerebral angiography disclosed a left Pcom Aneurysm (Figure 1A) with an infundibulum (Figure 1C) at the origin of right Pcom artery. The aneurysm measured 6.10mm in width, 2.86mm in neck, 5.50mm in height. The infundibulum is less than 3mm in diameter. The patient was discharged with no symptom after the aneurysm was embolized with GDC coils successfully. He has no neurologic symptom during two-year clinical follow-up at outpatient clinic and had no more follow-up until the 51st month after the treatment. The patient came back to our outpatient clinic and complained of paroxysmal right post-orbit headache with cranial III nerve palsy symptom. We found out that he hadn’t had a regular visit to a physician to control his blood pressure well after aneurysm embolization. CT scanning revealed no SAH. Follow-up cerebral angiography suggested neck recurrence of L-Pcom Aneurysm (Figure 1B) and a novel saccular aneurysm (Figure 1D) at the previous site of right Pcom infundibulum. The size of novel aneurysm is 7.53 mm in length, 3.33 mm in width.

Endovascular treatment was considered as the first choice since the novel aneurysm was unrupture and the recurrent one had a small sac. The symptoms were assumed to be cause by the enlargement of right PcomAn. So, we performed the endovascular treatment of the novel aneurysm.

The novel aneurysm was successfully embolized by coiling with GDC coils. Post-embolization angiography suggested a neck residual (Figure 1E). Although the patient had no symptom, recurrence of R-Pcom aneurysm without obvious change of the left one was showed by 3-month follow-up angiography (Figure 1F). We considered retreating both aneurysms. But the patient refused and complained of no symptom in 4 more year’s clinical follow-up.

Discussion

IAFs have variously been described as funnel-shaped or triangular symmetrical widenings at origins of major cerebral arteries, principally occurring at the junction of the ICA and PComA [1]. IAFs are revealed on 7% to 25% of otherwise normal angiograms [2,3], and the incidence seems to be greater in cases of multiple [2] or familial [3] aneurysms.
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The significance of IAF is under controversy. It is frequently regarded as normal anatomical variants that without pathogenetic significance [4], for its not too low occurrence in general population but generally resulting in no event. Some authors believe this lesion is preaneurysmal [3], requesting more attention and regular follow-ups for its higher incidence in patients with multiple, familial intracranial aneurysms than general people. Further more, histological examinations shew medial defect with a disrupted internal elastic lamina in some IAFs, just the same as that in normal artery bifurcations and aneurysms [5]. Up to now, six cases of IAF rupture without aneurismal formation were reported [3], and the authors suggested more attention be paid on some isolated IAF cases with SAH. These rare cases put us a not much too convincible but unoverlooked evidence of pathogenetic significance of IAF after all.

We present here the case of a man with isolated PLD and a history of HBP and a rupture left PCoA aneurysm in which a contralateral PCoA aneurysm developed at the site of a previously documented infundibulum during follow-up angiography. To our knowledge, this is the 14th known case about infundibulum growing into aneurysm in the literature [6-8]. According to our case and literature review the isolated PLD [9] and hypertensive may be risk factors for the novel aneurysm formation and recanalization of the embolized one. Cowan et al. [8] reported a case of progression from IAF to aneurysm in a man with Alagille Syndrome, a disease which may result in high incidence of systemic arterial lesions, including CVD.

Autosomal Dominant PLD (ADPLD), a rare inherited Mendelian disorder (with ADPLD gene mutation of PRKCSH [10] and SEC63 [11]) that is characterized by development of multiple hepatic cysts, is genetically different from Autosomal-Dominant Polycystic Kidney Disease (ADPKD). The latter is a hereditary systemic connective tissue disease involving cardiocerebral vessels [12], especially intracranial aneurysm [13]. ADPLD has been reported significantly relative with cerebral aneurysms at autopsy [14] and patients [15]. The occurrence of vascular type in ADPLD patients is much higher than those in the general population [16]. We can’t diagnose this patient ADPLD, because we did not perform the gene analysis. As our case is concerned, the vessel wall abnormality caused by polycystic disease may be a risk factor of aneurysmal occurrence and relapsing after occlusion the sac. So we suggest that patients with polycystic disease should accept screening and regular follow-ups for cerebrovascular disease, especially for intracranial aneurysm.
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